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1.0 Background and Project Summary
1.0.1
This project report relates to investigations of the Rooswijk protected wreck site by
professional and volunteer SCUBA divers that took place between 26th August and the 3rd September
2017. The wreck is of an 18th‐century ship of the Dutch East India Company (Verenigde
Oostindische Compagnie, ‘VOC’) lost on the Goodwin Sands in January 1740 and designated under
the Protection of Wrecks Act, 1973. The remains of the Rooswijk, which are spread over four known
seabed locations, will be the subject of a large‐scale excavation, scheduled to take place between
July and September 2017, under the Rooswijk Protected Wreck Site, Goodwin Sands: Archaeological
Excavation and Preservation project, funded by Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed (RCE) and in
partnership with Historic England (HE). The project reported here supplements the work of the main
project1.
1.0.2
While the excavation work associated with the main project progresses on one of
the four seabed locations (the ‘West Site’), the SCUBA investigations covered by this project report
took place on two of the other sites associated with the wreck: the North (Barrel) Site and the North‐
East (Gun) Site. These parts of the wreck site were not be excavated by the main project, but were
left in‐situ, with the SCUBA investigations being geared toward gathering vital information to aid the
ongoing in‐situ preservation of these parts of the wreck. The SCUBA work was timed to coincide with
the main phase of excavation, with the aim to improve productivity and capitalise on shared
resources.
1.0.3
The Rooswijk is on Historic England’s Heritage at Risk Register, and a number of
areas of vulnerability have been identified. These include exposure and decay following the periodic
movement of sands; visits by opportunistic divers; the location of the wreck close to a major
shipping route; the extraction of aggregates from the surrounding area; and, trawling activities in
the area. These risks formed the catalyst for the proposed excavation work on the site. The
excavation was a large‐ scale, high‐profile project, intended to provide ex‐situ preservation of a part
of the site, while gathering information to aid in‐situ preservation for the remainder of the site.
While this will provide substantial benefits for the management of the wreck, the high‐profile nature
of the work may make elements of the wreck more vulnerable to opportunistic looting. Following
survey work in 2017 a collection of possible cannons which are potentially connected with the
Rooswijk were identified, beyond the designated zone. Laying outside the protected area these
remains may face heightened risks, and as such it was proposed by MSDS Marine Ltd that a SCUBA
project could focus on investigating these anomalies, to provide advice on their future management.
Alongside investigation of the possible cannon features the SCUBA project also included a visit to the
North (Barrel) Site, all with a view to improving understanding of the site to aid ongoing
management.
1.0.4
The main aims of this project were to improve understanding and knowledge of the
sites; to gather information which will be of use particularly in the management of remains to be left
in‐situ; and, to undertake public engagement through inclusion of volunteer recreational divers.
1

The main project is subject to a separate Project Design, formulated by MSDS Marine Ltd and agreed by RCE
and Historic England, the key partners in the work. A detailed description of the site, location and main project
(Rooswijk Protected Wreck Site, Goodwin Sands: Archaeological Excavation and Preservation Project) are set
out within the main project design.
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North (Barrel) Site

10m

10m
North‐East (Gu
un) Site
50m
Figure 1: Locattion of the North‐Eastt (Gun) Site and the North (Barrel) Site, in relation to the main Rooswijk site (circled red). Multibeam surveey data provided by M^^ĂŶĚW^
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2.0 Aims and Objectives
2.0.1

The aims and objectives were as follows:

1. To undertake SCUBA investigations focused on the North (Barrel) site, the East site and the
North‐East (Gun) site in order to improve understanding of these areas of wreckage, focused
particularly on a collection of cannon identified on geophysical survey data in 2017, lying
outside the current designation boundaries and to provide management advice on these
remains;
2. To feed the results of these surveys into those of the wider Rooswijk Protected Wreck Site,
Goodwin Sands: Archaeological Excavation and Preservation project and associated project
aims, which include improved knowledge and management for the Rooswijk;
3. To undertake the SCUBA project alongside the SSDE excavation, to increase productivity and
efficiency; and
4. To ensure the SCUBA project, like the main project, has outreach and public engagement at
its heart.
2.0.2
In terms of the contribution to the main project, the SCUBA project aimed to
improve understanding of the remains of the Rooswijk; provide information which will be used in
formulating management strategies, particularly for those parts of the wreck to be left in‐situ; and
provide an important opportunity for public engagement, through the use of volunteer divers. These
aims were all in line with the aims set out within the agreed Project Design for the main project.

3.0 Business Case
3.0.1
The project will contribute to the aims of both English and Dutch heritage policies.
As this project will take steps toward addressing the aims and objectives of the main Rooswijk
Protected Wreck Site, Goodwin Sands: Archaeological Excavation and Preservation project, it will
also contribute to many of the same heritage policy aims (see the Project Design for the main project
for further details, and Project Aim 2 above). The table below provides additional details of those
aims to which the project will make the greatest contribution.
Table 1: Contribution of the project to English and Dutch heritage policy

Area

Dutch Policy
Shared Cultural Heritage
Policy and Maritime
Programme Themes

English Policy
Heritage 2020 and HE
Action Plan

Improving skills and
relationships (local,
national and
international) for the
benefit of shared
cultural heritage

Promoting international
relations; promoting
Netherlands interests;
Knowledge exchange

Capacity building

Knowledge and
Protection

Sustainable conservation
and use of shared
heritage; related to
increasing knowledge of

Discovery,
understanding and
identification;
Identify and protect

Project Aims and Outcomes

Aim 4: The project will encourage
involvement from both Dutch and
British volunteer divers. These
volunteers will dive alongside the
professional SCUBA team helping to
cement international relationships
between those involved with or
interested in marine cultural
heritage.
Aim 1. Investigation of three areas
of wreckage thought to be
associated with the Rooswijk. This
will include investigation of a
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Area

Public engagement

Dutch Policy
shared cultural heritage;
Knowledge building and
knowledge exchange

Sustainable conservation
and use of shared
heritage; related to
raising awareness of
cultural heritage and
making this heritage
accessible to the public

English Policy
England’s most
important heritage

Public engagement;
Champion England’s
Heritage

Project Aims and Outcomes
probable group of cannon which lie
beyond the designated area. Further
investigation of these remains will
be geared to improve their future
management. Increased knowledge
of the site overall will also contribute
to these Dutch and English Policies.
Aim 2: The project will also interface
with the main excavation project, to
facilitate knowledge building and
exchange.
Aim 4: Dutch and British volunteer
divers will form a key part of the
project team and thus public
engagement will be at the heart of
this project.

3.0.2
Detailed discussion of the relationship between the main project, and by extension
this project, and national and international policies is set out within the main Project Design.
3.0.3
The project was timed to run concurrently with the main excavation project, thereby
allowing any additional knowledge gained or questions arising from the surveys to be taken into
account while excavation work is ongoing. Additionally, this allowed the SCUBA project to be
undertaken with minimal project management, pre‐fieldwork and post‐fieldwork costs, as the
majority of these costs will be encompassed by those already allocated in association with the main
project.
3.0.4
MSDS Marine Ltd acted as the project managers, as with the main excavation
project. This is to ensure the responsibility for management and proper integration and knowledge‐
exchange between projects rests with one organisation, to promote clarity within the project
structure and to minimise any risks of miscommunication. The Nautical Archaeology Society (NAS)
planned and implemented the project. The NAS were responsible for delivery of the outreach aims
of the main project. Due to their experience with outreach, and as the proposed SCUBA‐led
investigations involve a significant outreach component through use of volunteer divers, NAS were
ideally placed to run the proposed project. The project team was made up an HSE‐compliant SCUBA
diving team consisting of a supervisor and four divers. Eight volunteers dived alongside the
professional SCUBA team, in two groups during the period of the investigation.

4.0 Methods
4.0.1
It was intended that the project would revolve around the use of SCUBA for the
investigation and survey of three areas of wreckage associated with the Rooswijk. In fact it only
proved possible to investigate two areas of wreckage. Due to the positioning of the anchoring lines
for the main surface ship, Terschelling, it was deemed impossible on the grounds of safety to
investigate the East site. For the same reason it was only possible to dive the Barrel Site on the 26th
August 2017. Investigations took place on the Gun Site between 27th August and 3rd September
6

2017. These investigations included non‐intrusive survey work and possible recovery of items if
deemed necessary for identification purposes, or if the remains were at‐risk.
4.0.2
The project team was made up an HSE‐compliant SCUBA diving team consisting of a
supervisor and four professional divers. The NAS are a diving contractor registered with the HSE and
were the diving contractor for the SCUBA project. The HSE divers were suitably qualified to work
under the Diving at Work Regulations 1997 using the Scientific and Archaeological Code of Practise
and all held an in‐date HSE diving medical.
4.0.3
A further nine volunteer divers, from the Dutch and British recreational diving
communities, made up the rest of the team. The volunteers were all qualified to CMAS 2* or
equivalent and held medical certification as approved by their qualifying body. The volunteer divers
assisted the professional dive team in two groups; the first group of four volunteers will undertake
work on the first three days of the project, and the second group of four volunteers will be present
on the final four days. The project was undertaken from the Lady Grace commercially coded, vessel
supplied by MSDS Marine Ltd and skippered by Antony Hills.
Name

Role

Dates participated

Nationality

Peta Knott, NAS Officer

Dive Supervisor

26/08/17 – 03/09/17

Australian, living in
UK

Mark Beattie‐Edwards,
NAS Officer

Diver & Lead
Archaeologist

26/08/17 – 03/09/17

British

Martin Davies

Diver & Photographer

26/08/17 – 03/09/17

British

Sven Van Haelst

Diver & Archaeologist

26/08/17 – 03/09/17

Dutch

Mark Hobbs

Diver

26/08/17 – 03/09/17

British

Richard Savenije

Volunteer Diver

26/08/17 – 29/08/17

Dutch

Edmund Fennema

Volunteer Diver

26/08/17 – 29/08/17

Dutch

Terry Vickers

Volunteer Diver

26/08/17 – 29/08/17

British

Duncan Ross

Volunteer Diver

26/08/17 – 29/08/17

British

Monica Jong

Volunteer Diver

31/08/17 – 03/09/17

Dutch, living in UK

Sara Hasan

Volunteer Diver

01/09/17 – 03/09/17

British

Rob Konings

Volunteer Diver

31/08/17 – 03/09/17

Dutch

Adam Malkowski

Volunteer Diver

31/08/17 – 03/09/17

Polish, living in UK

Mike Furguson

Volunteer Diver

31/08/17

British

Table 1: The Rooswijk SCUBA Project team
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4.0.4
Pre and post‐fieldwork activities (including assessment, analysis and conservation of
any items recovered2) will be incorporated within those which will take place ahead of, and
following, the period of excavation associated with the main project.
4.0.5
Any necessary licence applications, including a licence under the Protection of
Wrecks Act, were submitted by MSDS Marine Ltd.

5.0 Interfaces
5.0.1
The primary interface for this project was the Rooswijk Protected Wreck Site,
Goodwin Sands: Archaeological Excavation and Preservation project. The aims, proposed outcomes,
structure and finances of this project are inextricably connected with the main project, for which
funding has already been allocated and the Project Design agreed. Additionally, as with the main
project, the proposed project will interface with Ramsgate Heritage Action Zone, the specifics of
which will be in line with those outlined in the main project design.

6.0 Health and Safety
6.0.1
Diving and boat‐based health and safety, including the role of the Diving Contractor
for the SCUBA project were supplied by the NAS. Shore‐based health and safety were covered by
MSDS Marine Ltd. As overall project managers, MSDS Marine Ltd took on the responsibility for
ensuring that all Health and Safety documentation is fully compliant with HSE regulations. All work
was undertaken in line with the Health and Safety at Work etc Act, 1974, the Workplace (Health,
Safety and Welfare) Regulations, 1992, the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous
Occurrences Regulations, 1995 and the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations,
1999.
6.0.2
Maintenance of plant and equipment: Specialist diving equipment was supplied by
the NAS and MSDS Marine Ltd. This was maintained and tested according to schedules
recommended by suppliers. Boat‐ based equipment maintenance, including the vessel, was the
responsibility of the owner. Maintenance schedules, test certificates and compliance documents
were checked by MSDS Marine prior to the commencement of works.
6.0.3
Risk Assessment: All activities were subject to risk assessment. Office/shore‐based
activities such as driving to and from site, and any recording or research carried out during weather
downtime were covered by MSDS Marine. Risk assessments for fieldwork activities including boat‐
based and diving operations were supplied by the NAS. Responsibility for preparing and ensuring risk
assessments have been prepared, and ensuring that they are read by project staff rested with
Project Manager (MSDS Marine Ltd). The Project Manager was also responsible for the Health and
Safety assessment of all other suppliers, including the NAS.

2

Note, work will be focused on establishing the date/ provenance of the guns identified outside of the
designated area. Lifting of these guns was not proposed at this stage and under the current circumstances, and
any such recoveries would be considered a last resort, to be agreed in advance with Historic England. It is
proposed that any other recoveries will be restricted to small isolated items deemed at‐risk, or recovered for
identification purposes. Any necessary post‐excavation requirements will be met via the budget for the main
project.
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6.0.4
Accident and Emergency: Contact details are included in every Risk Assessment, for
dealing with notifiable injuries, incidents, near misses, and reportable accidents. Appropriate levels
of first aid equipment and trained first aiders were maintained both at onshore and offshore
locations, including O2 provision for diving operations.
6.0.5
Shore‐based Operations: Terrestrial operations were guided by the health and
safety documentation and risk assessment for terrestrial work, as produced by MSDS Marine Ltd.
Risk assessments will be amended for specific activities including office based work and travel to and
from docking locations en‐route to site. Once aboard any vessel used in project activities the project
team were covered by the risk assessments for boat‐based or diving operations, by the NAS.
6.0.6
Boat‐based Operations: Boat‐based investigations were guided by the health and
safety plan and risk assessment for the dive vessel, as produced by the NAS. The risk assessment was
amended for specific activities, and all personnel on the dive vessel were given an H&S induction.
Overall responsibility for navigation, seamanship and marine safety rested with the vessel Master.
The relationship between the Master, crew and project staff (internal and sub‐contracted) was set
out explicitly in the risk assessments for boat‐based activities.
6.0.7
Diving Operations: Diving was carried out under the Diving at Work Regulations.
Diving operations were guided by NAS’s Diving Project Plan.
6.0.8
The project is a joint venture led by RCE and HE. The NAS will be the Diving
Contractor and will meet the project’s obligations under the applicable regulations. The NAS has
been registered as a diving contractor with the HSE. MSDS Marine Ltd were the client, and will meet
their obligations under the applicable regulations. The project has been funded by RCE and HE, and
are MSDS Marine Ltd’s client.
6.0.9
Diving operations were undertaken under the Approved Code of Practice (ACOP) for
Scientific and Archaeological Diving Projects (Health and Safety Executive, 2014). This ACOP allows
for diving using SCUBA or Surface Supplied Diving Equipment (SSDE). Due to the nature of the work
SCUBA equipment was used.
6.0.10

Diving operations were governed by the NAS Diving Project Plan, this included:

•

Project Risk Assessment – compiled by the diving contractor, the NAS

•

Diving Operations Record / Plan– compiled by the dive supervisor for each days diving;

•

Dive Log – to log all dive details;

•

Daily Diving Risk Assessment – the site specific risk assessment was supplemented with
a daily assessment in order to identify specific risks.

6.0.11 For diving undertaken on SCUBA there was a minimum of five persons in the team. If
the risk assessment allows, and/or sufficient suitably‐qualified divers are available it may be possible
to have four or more divers in the water at any one time when utilising this method.
6.0.12 All members of the proposed diving team were qualified to HSE SCUBA or
equivalent, and had a valid and in‐date medical certificate. Supervisors were appointed in writing by
the NAS.
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6.0.13 Volunteer SCUBA divers worked alongside the HSE team. All volunteers were in
possession of a valid medical. All of the requirements of applicable regulations and ACOP were met.
6.0.14 SCUBA diving operations conducted by the HSE team used OTS Guardian full face
masks with a 15 litre cylinder and a 3 litre bail out. Communications with the surface were
maintained via through‐water comms.

7.0 Products, dissemination and archiving
7.0.1
Following completion of the fieldwork element of the project the NAS has produced
this report detailing the findings and conclusions of the work. This report will provide archaeological
data and discussion. Additionally, the data set out in the report will be used to support any
management recommendations made in overall project report. As the SCUBA project will endeavour
to establish the date and provenance of the guns found beyond the designated area, it is understood
that the results set out within the SCUBA project report may be used to support management
decisions made ahead of the end of excavation, and thus ahead of any overall management
strategies dealing the Rooswijk overall. This report will provide management advice for these guns,
while any other relevant site data will be worked into the overall management recommendations
made for the site, set out in the main project report.
7.0.2
This report will be provided to RCE and HE. The report, or parts of the report, can
also be made publically available, at the discretion of RCE and HE. It will be archived with the Historic
England Archive or ADS and the RCE Archive.
7.0.3
Dissemination will take place via the formal project report, and also via social media.
All initial media enquiries will be directed through the RCE and HE Press Offices. At the discretion of
RCE and HE it was proposed that the NAS and MSDS Marine Ltd will post updates on social media,
alongside those from the main project. The project‐specific hashtag #Rooswijk1740 was used by the
team on Twitter in 2016 to great success. This hashtag continued to be used in 2017, as was the
hashtag #RamsgateHAZ in relation to the Ramsgate Heritage Action Zone.
7.0.4
All products, including the report and fieldwork archive (plans, photographs, videos,
written records, GIS data (including the 3H Site Recorder file) and all archaeological catalogues and
indexes), will be provided to MSDS Marine Ltd for archiving alongside the main project.

8.0 Results
8.0.1
Site Location – the initial project brief supplied by MSDS Marine Ltd was
complement the excavation work being undertaken on the main excavation (the ‘West Site’), by
carrying out investigations on three areas identified from multibeam sonar imagery of the
surrounding area. The three target sites were known as the East Site; the North (Barrel) Site and the
North‐East (Gun) Site. These parts of the wreck site were not be excavated by the main project, but
were left in‐situ, with the SCUBA investigations being geared toward gathering vital information to
aid the ongoing in‐situ preservation of these parts of the wreck. Due to the positioning of the
10

he main surface suppoort vessel, Terschelling, it was deeemed imposssible to
anchor lines for th
investigaate the East Site on the grounds of saafety.
The North (Barrrel) Site: It w as known frrom previous dives undeertaken on the North
8.0.2
o be concreteed barrel rem
mains. As a re
esult this
Site thatt there were a cluster of what were p resumed to
area was commonlyy referred to as the Barreel Site. The co‐ordinatess for the cenntre of the barrel site
area, takken from thee multibeam survey are: 51o 16.470 N; 0010 34.4444 E (WGS844) (Figure 1 & 2 ).

Areea of Barrel
con
ncretions

510 16.470 N
001
0 0 34.444 E
Seabed target

Seabed targget

10m
m
Figure 2: The No
orth (Barrel) Sitee ‐ from 2017 m ultibeam sonar
a survey (MSDSS ĂŶĚW^)

8.0.3
The area of investigation o f the North (Barrel) Sitee consists o f approximaately 700
square metres, at a maximum distance of 3 5m on the North‐Southh axis and 200m maximum
m on the
East‐Weest axis.
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8.0.4
The North‐East (Gun) Site: F rom interprretation of th
he 2017 mul tibeam survey it was
anticipated that thee North‐Eastt Site consistted of a num
mber of gun
ns lying flat on the seab
bed. As a
his area wass commonlyy referred too as the Gun Site. Prio
or to diving investigatio
on it was
result th
anticipated by MSD
DS Marine Ltd that theree may be at least nine guns presentt in this area. Upon
close exxamination the NAS identified a tennth target that may also be a gun (Figure 3). The co‐
ordinatees for the ceentre of the North East (Gun) Site, taken from the multibeeam survey are: 510
16.545 N; 0010 34.64
45 E (WGS84
4) (Figure 1 & 3 ).
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Gun 1
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P
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510 16.545 N
0010 34.64
45 E

Possible Gun
G 7
Po
ossible Gun 8

Possiblee Gun 9

Possible Gun 110

20m
m
Figure
F
3: The No
orth‐East (Gun) site, with locattions of ten posssible guns ‐ fro
om 2017 multibbeam sonar surrvey (MSDS
ĂŶĚW^)

8.0.5
The area of inve
estigation of the North‐East (Gun) Site measures approximate
ely 1,400
square metres of seaabed, with a maximum d istance of c.50m on a North‐South a xis and c. 28
8m on an
East‐Weest Axis.
8.0.6
Seab
bed Geologyy and Topoggraphy: As with the majjority of thee Goodwin Sands the
n consists of fine‐graineed, highly mobile sand, which in plaaces is made
e up of a
area of investigation
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mixture of sand, gravel and broken shell. From the 2017 multibeam sonar survey data it was
anticipated that the area of investigations around the Barrel Site and the Gun Site would both
include small sand waves, comprising of a peak and a trough. The area around the Gun Site in
particular consisted of sand waves with small troughs no more than 0.5m deep, with the peaks of
each small sand wave being separated by no more than 4m. Diver observations and video
footage from the Gun Site in particular illustrated these sand waves.

8.0.7
Existing site data and History: Before commencing the investigations the NAS were
provided with the 2017 multibeam sonar data by MSDS Marine for the Gun Site, Barrel Site and the
East Site. This data provided a baseline from which the diving operations were planned and provided
a georeferenced dataset which was imported to 3H’s Site Recorder software. Site Recorder was also
being used on the main excavation meaning that datasets could be merged in the future.
8.0.8
The NAS were provided with a drawn sketch of the Gun Site by divers Feiko
Riemersma, Joop Gontemaker and Berdie de Ruiter from a dive that took place on the 16th August
2017. This sketch suggested the presence of up to six iron guns, wood and other unidentified
concretions (See Appendix 1). The sketch included approximate distances between features, a depth
of 22m and a possible orientations of features.

8.1 Fieldwork results: The North (Barrel) Site
8.1.1 – As already stated, due to the positioning of the anchoring lines for the main
surface ship, Terschelling, it was deemed impossible on the grounds of safety to investigate the East
site. For the same reason it was only possible to dive the North (Barrel) Site on a single day ‐ the
26th August 2017.
8.1.2 Diving operations undertaken on the 26th August 2017 on the Barrel site were
carried out during slack water periods between 13:20 – 14:14 BST and 18:57 ‐ 20:32 BST. A total of
6 dives involving 10 divers amounted to 142 minutes spent underwater (see Appendix 2).
8.1.3 Although it was the intention to investigate the cluster of round survey anomalies,
believed to be concreted barrels, none of the divers on the 26th August reported seeing any barrels
on the seabed. Instead of barrels the divers reported finding the remains of three iron anchors,
timber (Figure 4) and a copper pot or bowl (Figure 5) on the seabed. A coconut was also found lying
in between the two anchors. The coconut was recovered and handed to the main excavation site
team and was allocated the Find Number R00002. The copper bowl or pot measured 26cm in
diameter (Figure 5). It was not recovered by the dive team.
8.1.4 Two of the anchors (BS17‐1 and BS17‐2) were recorded as lying on top of one
another. Both were lying flat on the seabed (not dug in) at c.30 – 45 degrees orientation, both with
their crowns to the North‐East and the ends of their shanks to the South‐West (Figure 4). The
uppermost anchor (BS17‐1) was visible in its entirety and was measured at approximately 1m in
length from fluke to fluke. Although heavily concreted BS17‐1 also exhibited what is likely to be the
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anchor ring. These anchors would have had wooden stocks, which if attached will have most likely
eroded away and may no longer be present on the seabed.
8.1.5 No anchor stocks were immediately obvious on BS17‐1 or BS17‐2, but all divers
reported seeing some wood lying flat on the seabed around the anchors, which was corroborated
on video. One piece was recorded as being c.70cm long and c.30cm thick. A single yellow brick, a
small piece of copper sheeting eroding out of the sand, a copper tube and an unidentified U‐shaped
object. Unfortunately as the North (Barrel) Site was not dived again it was not possible to
investigate these objects further.

Timber

BS17‐1

BS17‐2
Copper pot or bowl

Timber

Figure 4: Sketch of anchors, timber and copper pot or bowl on the Barrel Site, 26th August 2017 (Sven Van Haelst –
20170826 – Form 11)

Figure 5: Copper pot or bowl on the Barrel Site, 26th August 2017 (Duncan Ross)(Image file: IMG_1934.JPG)
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8.1.6 Diveers Terry Vicckers and D uncan Rosss reported that as well as finding the two
anchors at the botttom of the diver shot line (BS17‐11 /BS17‐2) they found a n additionaal anchor
d with it
10.4m to the nortth (BS17‐3). This anchorr numbered BS17‐3 alsoo had timbeer associated
(20170826_Form 5).
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uth of the main cluster of barrels (ssee Figure 6)). This anom
maly most likkely represen
0
0
two anchors (BS17‐‐1 and BS17‐‐2) is locatedd at 51 16.4663 N; 001 344.445 E (WGSS84).
BBelieved location of
a nchor BS17‐3
loocated c.10m north
oof BS17‐1 and BS17‐2

Anom
maly believed to
o be the
two aanchors (BS17‐1
1 and
BS17‐‐2). This anomaaly
meassures c.1.5m by c.1.5m

10m

Figure 6: Believeed position of BS17‐1 and BS177‐2 ‐ from multibeam sonar suurvey (MSDS and PAS)

8.2 Fiieldwork Results: Thee North‐Easst (Gun) Sitte
8.2.1
‐ Th
he area of investigationn of the Norrth‐East (Gun) Site meaasures appro
oximately
1,400 square metrres of seabeed, with a m aximum disstance of c.550m on a N orth‐South axis and
c.28m on an East‐W
West axis (Figure 3). Frrom interpreetation of the
h multibeam
m survey datta it was
anticipaated that the North‐Eastt (Gun) Site consisted off a number of guns lyingg flat on thee seabed.
Prior to
o diving inveestigation it was anticipated by MSDS Marine Ltdd that there may be at leeast nine
guns prresent in thiis area. Upon close exam
mination thee NAS identified a possibble tenth target that
may alsso be a gun (Figure 3). The co‐ordinnates for thee centre of the North Eaast (Gun) Sitte, taken
from th
he 2017 multtibeam surveey are: 510 1 6.545 N; 00110 34.645 E (WGS84) (Figgure 1 & 3).
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8.2.2 Diving operations
n undertakeen on the 277th August 20017 until thee 3rd September 2017
on the North‐East (Gun) site were carried out during slack water periods. No diving took place on
ugust due to
o poor weather. Over the seven days a totaal of 37 divees were undertaken
30th Au
involvin
ng 13 divers amounted to
o 2926 minuutes spent un
nderwater (see Appendixx 2).
8.2.3 On the 27th Auggust 2017 thhe first task was to tie in a diving s hot line to the site,
which combined with a buoy on the surfacce would pro
ovide an acccess line to a nd from thee seabed
for the dive team. The diving shot was dropped using the co‐ordinates 510 16.5543 N; 0010 34.656 E
and waas dragged ap
pproximatelyy 7m north b y the first divers to tie itt into a largee heavy object on the
d (20170827__Form 12). This would ensure it was available to use for the duratio
on of the
seabed
diving operation. The divers reeported that they had manged to tiee the shot linne on to an iron gu
and thaat two additional guns ap
ppeared to a lso be preseent at this loccation (Figuree 7).

Final po
ositon of shot used
for the diving operatio
ons

Initial positon used for shot
d
deployment

4m

Figure 7: Positiion of the divingg shot deployedd on the Gun Sitte ‐ from multibbeam sonar surrvey (MSDS and PAS)

8.2.4 The dive team was made up of two professionaal underwatter archaeologists, a
commeercial diver and an undeerwater phootographer and was com
mplemented by members of the
Dutch and British diving community. Inittially, all thee divers were able to u ndertake a seabed
acquain
ntance dive to get used to diving toggether in thee poor conditions of thee Goodwin Saands and
to test their equipment configgurations. Divers were not tasked too achieve annything on their first
dives but were ablee to photograaph or videoo features on
n the seabed should theyy wish.
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8.2.5 Over the next seven days the dive team were divided into pairs and were tasked
with exploring the seabed from the central location of the diving shot line which would be used for
all descents and ascents. The fixed position and the use of the georeferenced 2017 multibeam
survey meant that divers could be given specific distances and bearings to find possible anomalies
from the geophysical data. The initial objectives were to navigate to, identify, label (see Appendix 3)
and record the ten possible gun targets already suggested from the multibeam survey (Figure 11).
8.2.6 Whilst this may sound simple, it is actually a very difficult exercise to undertake in
the dark and turbid conditions of the Goodwin Sands. As an example, a miscalculation of only 5
degrees over a distance of 30m would mean missing the target feature by as much as 3m, which
being beyond the limit of visibility would mean that the divers would not be able to see the feature.
As a result divers would swim out the target distance using a tape measure or knotted line and then
arch left and then arch right to see if they quite literally bumped into the target feature.
8.2.7 If divers came across small finds such as concretions, timbers or other artefacts that
would be possible to label they were provided with the appropriate numbered labels. The labels
were provided by the main Rooswijk excavation team to ensure that they were unique identifiers
(UIDs) (see Appendix 3) and would not be repeated within the main site survey and excavation.
8.2.8 GS17‐1 and GS17‐2 ‐ The guns identified as Possible Guns 5 &6 (Figure 3) were seen
by divers on Dive 1 on the 27th August 2017 (20170827_Form 12), with one of the guns GS17‐1
being used to tie the diving shot weight to the seabed for the duration of the investigation. Labels
were added to GS17‐1 around a trunnion (Figure 8) and GS17‐2 around the muzzle (Figure 9), as
well as to GS17‐3 on the 28th August 2017 (20170828_Forms 23‐24) (Figure 10). GS17‐1 and GS17‐2
were both measured with a total length, including cascabel, of between c.2.8m – c.2.9m. Being so
heavily concreted it was not possible to obtain an exact measurement of the length of the guns.

Figure 8: Diver attaching label to GS17‐1 (Martin Davies (Image file: MED_8805.JPG)
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Figure 9: GS17‐2 label attached around muzzle of gun (Martin Davies) (Image file: MED_8815.JPG)

Figure 10: GS17‐3 label attached around the cascabel of gun (Martin Davies). Image file: MED_8819.JPG
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8.2.9 GS17‐3 ‐ The gun identified as Possible Gun 7 (Figure 3) was found divers on the 28th
August 2017 (20170828_Form 24), just south of GS17‐1 and GS17‐2. This gun was labelled GS17‐3
around its cascabel on the 28th August 2017 (20170828_Form 24) (Figure 10). GS17‐3 was
measured with a total length, including cascabel as being between c.2.8m – c.2.9m. Being so heavy
concreted it is not possible to obtain an exact measurement of the length of the gun.
8.2.10 GS17‐14 ‐ The gun identified as Possible Gun 8 (Figure 3) was found divers Richard
Savenije and Edmund Fennema on the 28th August 2017 (20170828_Form 17), 14.6m south‐west of
GS17‐1. This gun was labelled GS17‐14. GS17‐14 was measured with a total length, including
cascabel as being c.2.8m (20170829_Form 26). Detailed measurements of GS17‐14 were taken
including c.0.37m muzzle diameter and c.0.65m base ring diameter (20170829_Form 26).
8.2.11 GS17‐10 – This gun was not identified on the multibeam sonar survey as a possible
target. It was found by Mark Hobbs and Sven Van Haelst on Dive 1 on the 28th August 2017
(20170828_Form 38) (Figure 12). GS17‐10 was believed to have been found c.3.9m west of GS17‐1,
orientated with its muzzle to the south and cascabel to the north. A later dive on the 1st September
2017 (Dive 4) showed GS17‐10 to be south‐west of GS17‐1, rather than directly to the west.
8.2.12 GS17‐7 ‐ The gun identified as Possible Gun 7 (Figure 3) was found divers Richard
Savenije and Edmund Fennema on Dive 3 the 28th August 2017 (20170828_Form 14). It was labelled
GS17‐7. It was recorded as being located c.5.2m west of GS17‐1, but was on a later dive it was
confirmed as actually being to the south (Figure 12). The dimensions of GS17‐7 were not measured
during the investigation.
8.2.13 GS17‐5 – This gun was not identified on the multibeam sonar survey as a possible
target. It was found divers Richard Savenije and Edmund Fennema on Dive 3 the 28th August 2017
(20170828_Form 14) at the same time as GS17‐7. It was labelled GS17‐5. It was initially recorded
as also being located c.5.2m west of GS17‐1, but as with GS17‐7 it was confirmed as actually being
to the south on a later dive (Figure 12). The dimensions of GS17‐5 were not measured during the
investigation.
8.2.14 GS17‐6 – This gun identified as Possible Gun 1 (Figure3) was found by divers Terry
Vickers and Duncan Ross on Dive 2 on the 29th August 2017 (20170829_Form 29). It was found
24.9m north of GS17‐1. The distance of c.25m compares favourably with the multibeam sonar
survey data, although the bearing taken from Site Recorder suggests more likely 347 degrees from
GS17‐1 rather than 0 degrees. GS17‐6 was measured by the divers as being c.2.4m long with a
muzzle diameter of c.25cm. GS17‐6 was subsequently measured again by Mark Beattie‐Edwards on
31st August 2017 (Form 78) as being c.3m in length including cascabel, with a muzzle diameter of
c.30cm (Figure 12)
8.2.15 GS17‐8 – The gun identified as Possible Gun 9 (Figure 3) was found by divers Mark
Beattie‐Edwards and Martin Davies on Dive 4 on the 1st September 2017 (20170901_Form 58). It
was labelled GS17‐8 around its cascabel. It was recorded as being located c.30m south‐west of
GS17‐1, but was on a later dive it was confirmed as actually being to the south (Figure 12). GS17‐8
was measured as being c.3m in length including the cascabel.
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8.2.16 GS17‐9 ‐ This gun identified as Possible Gun 4 (Figure 3) was found by Mark Hobbs
and Sven Van Haelst on Dive 5 on the 29th August 2017 (20170829_Form 36) (Figure 12). GS17‐9
was found c.7m west of GS17‐1, orientated with its muzzle to the south and cascabel to the north.
The dimensions of GS17‐9 were not measured during the investigation.
8.2.17 Whilst a number of timbers and other features (most commonly concretions) were
found and labelled during the investigation of the Gun Site (Figure 14) (see Appendix 3), the most
intriguing feature to be located was F0403. The feature was identified on the multibeam sonar as
Possible Gun 3 (Figure 3). F0403 was first found by Sara Hasan and Monica Jong on the 1st
September 2017 and labelled on the 2nd September 2017. The divers were able to lay a search line
15m on a bearing of 290 degrees from GS17‐9 (Figure 14). By using GS17‐9 rather than GS17‐1 it
was possible to shorten the distance from 22m to 15m and thereby increase the chance of success.
8.2.18 Initially recorded at c.2m in length (20170901_Form53) it was thought that F0403
may be another iron gun, it was then thought it may be the remains of a long chest as found on the
main excavation site. However on the last day of the investigation it became apparent that F0403
was most likely the remains of coherent wooden ships structure perhaps a deck beam or ledge and
deck planking. F0403 was photographed and filmed on the 2nd and 3rd September by Martin Davies
(20170902_Form 77 and 20170903_Form 84). Unfortunately due to poor visibility underwater the
photogrammetry survey could not be processed successfully. Using digital photographs and images
captured from the video footage it was possible to mosaic together eight images to illustrate the
western edge of the feature (Figure 15 and). The plan view of the upper most part of F0403 was
also recorded in this way (Figure 16).
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Figure 11: Thee North‐East (Gun) sitte, with locations of teen possible guns, including distances and bearings from diving shot ‐ with 2017 multtibeam sonar survey (MSDS and PAS)
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Figure 12: Thee North‐East (Gun) sitte, with locations and
d orientations of ten irron guns found by thee 2017 SCUBA Projectt dive team – with mu
ultibeam sonar surveyy (MSDS and PAS)
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10m

Figure 13: The North‐East (Gun) site, with locations an
nd orientations of ten iron guns found by th
he 2017 Rooswijk SCU
UBA Project dive team
m
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10m
Figure 14: The loccations of other features and timbers found
d by the 2017 Rooswijijk SCUBA Project divee team
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Figure 15: Mosaic of western edge of F0403 with 1m scale bar and photogrammetry targets (Martin Davies). (Video file MED_9663.MOV)
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9.0 Discussion
9.1.1 The discovery of three new anchors on the North (Barrel) Site, with two of them on
top of each other and with a third only 10m away, suggests that these were spare anchors or were
lost as the ship broke up during the storm that sank the Rooswijk. The anchors found on the North
(Barrel) Site lie c.100m North‐West of the main concentration of wreck material. Although the
SCUBA project dive team did not see any concreted barrels on the site, it is known that they are just
13m further north of anchor BS17‐3 and probably landed on the seabed in the same wrecking event
as the anchors.
9.1.2 The discovery of 10 iron guns on the North‐East (Gun) Site, one substantial
composite section of ships timbers and numerous concretions and isolated timbers suggests that
this material is most likely also from the Rooswijk. The guns are all c.2.8‐c.3m long (including
concretions) which compares favourably to the size of the iron guns found on the main site.
Further research and more detailed recording of the collection of Guns at the North‐East (Gun) Site
is required.
9.1.3 As a result of the work undertaken by the SCUBA project it has already been possible
to provide information to Historic England for their evaluation of the size of the designation area
around the Rooswijk protected wreck. With large amounts of wreck material believed to be
contemporary to the Rooswijk, but lying outside the existing designation area, it was recommended
by Historic England that the Restricted Area be increased by 75m around position 51.274583,
1.576067.

10.0 Public Engagement
10.0.1 The fourth and final objective of the Rooswijk SCUBA project, like the main project,
was to ensure that it had outreach and public engagement at its heart.
10.0.2 At the discretion of RCE and HE it was agreed that the NAS would post updates on
social media, alongside those from the main project. The project‐specific hashtag #Rooswijk1740
was used by the team on Twitter to great success.
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10.0.3 After the project, one of the volunteer divers Duncan Ross, kindly wrote an article
on his experience of taking part in the SCUBA project for the NAS Members Newsletter which was
published online in November 2017.
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11.0 Conclusion
11.0.1 The main aims of this project were: to improve understanding and knowledge of the
sites; to gather information which will be of use particularly in the management of remains to be left
in‐situ; and, to undertake public engagement through inclusion of volunteer recreational divers.
11.0.2

The aims and objectives were as follows:

• To undertake SCUBA investigations focused on the North (Barrel) Site, the East Site and the
North‐East (Gun) Site in order to improve understanding of these areas of wreckage, focused
particularly on a collection of cannon identified on geophysical survey data in 2017, lying
outside the current designation boundaries and to provide management advice on these
remains;
• To feed the results of these surveys into those of the wider Rooswijk Protected Wreck Site,
Goodwin Sands: Archaeological Excavation and Preservation project and associated project
aims, which include improved knowledge and management for the Rooswijk;
• To undertake the SCUBA project alongside the SSDE excavation, to increase productivity and
efficiency; and
• To ensure the SCUBA project, like the main project, has outreach and public engagement at its
heart.
11.0.1 The SCUBA project successfully managed to achieve its objectives, bar the
investigation of the East Site. The East Site was not dived due to safety concerns connected to the
mooring of the main excavation support vessel, Terschelling. Whilst it was only possible to dive on
the North (Barrel) Site once, and even though the divers did not actually dive on any barrels, they
were able to confirm the presence on the seabed of three new anchors, which may have been from
the Rooswijk. It is hoped that future investigations will be able to record the North (Barrel) Site
including the three anchors in more detail.
11.0.2 The greatest success of the SCUBA project was utilising a mixed team of experienced
professional archaeologists, photographer and divers, along with nine volunteer divers, most of
whom had very little archaeological training before joining the project. Whilst it may have been
more productive to have limited the volunteer team to four divers for the duration of the
investigation it is accepted that widening participation had a positive impact for those involved and
for the profile of the project.
11.0.3 The team were incredibly lucky with the surface weather conditions, losing only a
single days diving due to strong winds. However the underwater conditions of short tidal windows
and poor visibility made the work challenging. Unfortunately, despite the team’s best efforts it was
not possible to get photogrammetry results from either the guns or the wooden hull structure
(F0403) on the North‐East (Gun) Site. It is hoped that future investigations will be able to record the
North‐East (Gun) Site in more detail.
11.0.4 We would like to thank all the SCUBA Project Team including the volunteers, our
skipper, an especially MSDS Marine staff Sally Evans and Mark James.
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12.0 Appendix 1: Sketch of Gun Site, 16th August 2017

Sketch of the Gun Site by divers Feiko Riemersma, Joop Gontemaker and Berdie de Ruiter from
the 16th August 2017.
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13.0 Appendix 2: Dive Operations 26th‐August – 3rd September 2017
26th August 2017
Dive No
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
Total

Dive Times

Name
Mark Hobbs
Sven Van Haelst
Richard Savenije
Edmund Fennema
Mark Hobbs
Sven Van Haelst
Richard Savenije
Edmund Fennema
Terry Vickers
Duncan Ross
Mark Beattie‐Edwards
Martin Davies
6

27th August 2017
Dive No
1
1
2
2
3
3
Total

Time Out
13:50
13:50
14:14
14:14
19:37
19:37
19:34
19:34
20:20
20:20
20:32
20:32

Dive Times

Name
Mark Hobbs
Sven Van Haelst
Richard Savenije
Edmund Fennema
Terry Vickers
Duncan Ross

Time In
14:18
14:18
14:51
14:51
14:43
14:43

Time Out
14:35
14:35
15:09
15:09
15:18
15:18

3

28th August 2017
Dive No
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5

Time In
13:20
13:20
13:45
13:45
18:57
18:57
19:03
19:03
19:46
19:46
19:54
19:54

Name
Mark Beattie‐Edwards
Martin Davies
Richard Savenije
Edmund Fennema
Terry Vickers
Duncan Ross
Mark Hobbs
Sven Van Haelst
Mark Beattie‐Edwards
Martin Davies

Dive Times
Time In
08:08
08:08
08:14
08:14
08:54
08:54
09:07
09:07
14:38
14:38

Time Out
08:47
08:47
08:50
08:50
09:34
09:34
09:40
09:40
15:12
15:12

Rooswijk Barrel Site
Total Time Max Depth
(mins)
(m)
30
23.6
30
23.6
29
24
29
24
40
21.9
40
21.9
37
22
37
22
34
22
34
22
36
22
36
22
412

Rooswijk Gun Site
Max Depth
Total Time
(m)
17
23.6
17
23.6
18
24
18
24
36
25.2
36
25.2
142

Rooswijk Gun Site
Max Depth
Total Time
(m)
39
22
39
22
36
22
36
22
40
21.9
40
21.9
37
20.9
37
20.9
33
23
33
23
34

6
6
7
7
Total

Richard Savenije
Edmund Fennema
Terry Vickers
Duncan Ross

14:46
14:46
15:15
15:15
7

29th August 2017
Dive No
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
Total

Name
Mark Hobbs
Sven Van Haelst
Terry Vickers
Duncan Ross
Richard Savenije
Edmund Fennema
Mark Beattie‐Edwards
Martin Davies
Mark Hobbs
Sven Van Haelst
Richard Savenije
Edmund Fennema
Mark Beattie‐Edwards
Martin Davies
7

31st August 2017
Dive No
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
Total

Name
Mark Hobbs
Sven Van Haelst
Rob Konings
Adam Malkowski
Monica Jong
Mike Furguson
Mark Beattie‐Edwards
Martin Davies
4

1st September 2017
Dive No
1

15:12
15:12
15:42
15:42

Name
Mark Hobbs

Dive Times
Time In
07:56
07:56
08:05
08:05
08:47
08:47
09:05
09:05
15:25
15:25
15:49
15:49
16:12
16:12

Time Out
08:44
08:44
08:51
08:51
09:31
09:31
09:51
09:51
16:00
16:00
16:17
16:17
16:41
16:41

Dive Times
Time In
09:33
09:33
09:45
09:45
10:31
10:31
10:40
10:40

Time Out
10:24
10:24
10:20
10:20
11:08
11:08
11:31
11:31

Dive Times
Time In
10:21

Time Out
11:08

26
26
27
27
476

24
24
24
24

Rooswijk Gun Site
Max Depth
Total Time
(m)
48
22.7
48
23
46
22.3
46
22.3
44
22
44
22
46
21.9
46
21.9
35
22.9
35
22.9
28
22
28
22
29
22
29
22
552

Rooswijk Gun Site
Max Depth
Total Time
(m)
51
22.4
51
22.4
35
23.2
35
23.2
37
22
37
22
51
22
51
22
348

Rooswijk Gun Site
Max Depth
Total Time
(m)
47
22.8
35

1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
Total

Sven Van Haelst
Rob Konings
Adam Malkowski
Monica Jong
Sara Hasan
Mark Beattie‐Edwards
Martin Davies
Mark Hobbs
Sven Van Haelst
5

2nd September 2017
Dive No
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
Total

11:08
10:21
10:21
12:14
12:14
12:19
12:19
13:22
13:22

Dive Times

Name
Mark Hobbs
Sven Van Haelst
Monica Jong
Sara Hasan
Rob Konings
Adam Malkowski
Mark Beattie‐Edwards
Martin Davies
Mark Hobbs
Sven Van Haelst
Sara Hasan
Monica Jong

Time In
12:03
12:03
12:23
12:23
12:57
12:57
13:38
13:38
14:37
14:37
14:51
14:51

Time Out
12:43
12:43
13:02
13:02
13:52
13:52
14:19
14:19
15:14
15:14
15:29
15:29

6

3rd September 2017
Dive No
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
Total

10:21
10:32
10:32
11:22
11:22
11:37
11:37
12:46
12:46

Dive Times

Name
Mark Hobbs
Sven Van Haelst
Monica Jong
Sara Hasan
Rob Konings
Adam Malkowski
Mark Beattie‐Edwards
Martin Davies
Mark Hobbs
Sven Van Haelst

Time In
13:35
13:35
13:52
13:52
14:28
14:28
14:57
14:57
16:04
16:04
5

Time Out
14:15
14:15
14:39
14:39
15:22
15:22
15:50
15:50
16:32
16:32

47
56
56
52
52
42
42
36
36
466

22.8
22.9
22.9
22.4
22.4
22.5
22.5
21.8
21.8

Rooswijk Gun Site
Max Depth
Total Time
(m)
40
22.6
40
22.6
38
22.9
38
22.9
55
22.9
55
22.9
41
21.5
41
21.5
37
22.6
37
22.6
38
20.8
38
20.8
498
Rooswijk Gun Site
Max Depth
Total Time
(m)
40
22.3
40
22.3
47
22.6
47
22.6
54
22.2
54
22.2
53
21.2
53
21.2
28
20.6
28
20.6
444
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14.0 Appendix 3: Unique identifiers used on Rooswijk SCUBA Support
Project
Rooswijk North (Barrel) Site
Unique Identifier
(UID)
Date

Anchor UIDs
Dive
Number

Description

BS17‐1

26/08/2017

1

Iron anchor with possible ring. Lies on top of
BS17‐2 (Form 11)

BS17‐2

26/08/2017

1

Partly buried iron anchor. Whole shank not
visible. Lies underneath BS17‐1 (Form 11)

BS17‐3

26/08/2017

5

Iron anchor with possible ring. Lies 10.4m
north of BS17‐1 and BS17‐2 (Form 5)

Rooswijk North‐East (Gun) Site
Unique Identifier
(UID)
Date

Gun UIDs
Dive
Number

GS17‐1

28/08/2017

1

GS17‐2

28/08/2017

1

GS17‐3
GS17‐4

28/08/2017
Not used

1

GS17‐5

28/08/2017

2

GS17‐6

29/08/2017

2

GS17‐7

28/08/2017

2

GS17‐8

01/09/2017

4

GS17‐9
GS17‐10

29/08/2017
28/08/2017

5
4

Description
Iron Gun ‐ Shot tied in to GS17‐1. Measures
c.2.8m‐c2.9m long including cascabel.
Labelled by Mark Beattie‐Edwards (Form 24)
Iron Gun ‐ Just east of shot/GS17‐1.
Measures c.2.8m‐c2.9m long including
cascabel. Labelled by Mark Beattie‐Edwards
(Form 24)
Iron Gun ‐ 3m east of shot/GS17‐1.
Measures c.2.8m‐c2.9m long including
cascabel. Labelled by Mark Beattie‐Edwards
(Form 24)
Iron Gun ‐ 5m South of shot/GS17‐1 (Form
14). Position updated on Form 47.
Dimensions not measured
Iron Gun ‐ 25m north of shot/GS17‐1.
Labelled by Terry Vickers. Measured as
c.2.4m including cascabel (Form 29).
Measured at c.3m including cascabel (Form
78)
Iron Gun ‐ 4m south of shot/GS17‐1 (Form
14). Position updated on Form 47.
Dimensions not measured
Iron Gun ‐ 30m south‐west of shot/GS17‐1.
Labelled by Mark Beattie‐Edwards.
Measures c.3m including cascabel (Form 58).
First seen on 31/08/17 Dive 4 (Form 47)
Iron Gun ‐ 7m west of shot/GS17‐1.
Measures c.3m including cascabel (Form 41).
Dimensions not measured
Iron Gun ‐ 4m south‐west of shot/GS17‐1.
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Labelled by Mark Hobbs. Measures c.2.95m
including cascabel (Form 38 and Form 42)
GS17‐11 to GS17‐ 13

GS17‐14

Not used

29/08/2017

Rooswijk North‐East (Gun) Site
Unique Identifier
(UID)
Date
T0901

29/08/2017

3

Iron Gun ‐ 5m south‐west of shot/GS17‐1.
Measures c.2.8m long including cascabel
(Form 26)

Timber UIDs
Dive
Number
1

Description
Allocated by Mark Hobbs. West of Gun GS17‐
10. Measures 6.75m long (Form 37)

T0902

29/08/2017

1

T0903

29/08/2017

1

T0904

31/08/2017

1

T0905
T0906

31/08/2017
Not used

1

Allocated by Mark Hobbs. West of T0901.
Measures 7.1 m long (Form 37)
Allocated by Mark Hobbs. West of Gun GS17‐
9. Measures 1.9m long (Form 37 and Form
43)
Allocated by Mark Hobbs. West of Gun GS17‐
9 and T0903. Measures 3.3m long (Form 36
and Form 43)
Allocated by Mark Hobbs. West of GS17‐9
and T904. Measures 0.8m long (Form 36 and
Form 43)

1

Allocated by Mark Hobbs. East of GS17‐9.
Measures 4.5m long (Form 40 and Form 43)

T0907

31/08/2017

Rooswijk North‐East (Gun) Site
Unique Identifier
(UID)
Date

Feature UIDs
Dive
Number

F0401

28/08/2017

1

F0402

28/08/2017

5

F0403
F0404‐F0405

02/09/2017
Not used

2

F0406
F0407 – should have
been given a Timber
UID

29/08/2017

2

29/08/2017

2

Description
Allocated by Mark Beattie‐Edwards. Metal
object next to shot and GS17‐1 (Form 23)
Allocated by Mark Beattie‐Edwards. 5.5m
east of shot/GS17‐1. 0.8m long (Form 25)
Allocated by Sara Hasan. 16m west of shot.
Initially thought to be iron gun or chest but to
square (Form 66). Later identified as
probably ship structure
Allocated by Terry Vickers. Metal leg of
rectangular object. 13.2m north of shot/GS‐
17‐1 (Form 29)
Allocated by Terry Vickers. Wooden timber.
10m north of shot/GS‐17‐1 (Form 29)
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F0408
F0409

02/09/2017
Not used

3

Allocated by Rob Konings. North of Gun
GS17‐9. Iron Concretion (Form 72)

F0410

28/08/2017

7

F0411
F0412 ‐ F0414

28/08/2017
Not used

3

Allocated by Terry Vickers. Possible cannon
ball mound. 240 degrees SW of shot (Form
19)
Allocated by Terry Vickers. Concretion. 4.4m
north of shot. Measures 30cm by 64cm (Form
15)

3

Allocated by Terry Vickers. Long thin
concretion. 1.5m long. 5.8m north of shot
(Form 15)

F0415
F0416 ‐ F0424

F0425

RK17‐F00002

28/08/2017
Not used

29/08/2017

4

31/08/17

3

Allocated by Mark Beattie‐Edwards. Feature
16m north of GS17‐1 at 300 degree. 0.7m
long. 0.5m proud of surface (Form 28)
Approx c.13m on a bearing of 400 from GS17‐
4. Concretion recovered by Mike Ferguson
without authorisation. Find number given by
Conservator at Finds facility in Ramsgate
(Form 44)
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15.0 Appendix 4: Gun Recording Form used on Rooswijk Gun Site
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16.0 Appendix 5 – Team photographs

Rooswijk SCUBA Project team – Left to right: Edmund Fennema, Richard Savenije, Duncan Ross, Terry Vickers, Sven Van
Haelst, Martin Davies, Mark Beattie‐Edwards, Mark Hobbs

Rooswijk SCUBA Project team – Back row left to right: Monica Jong, Sara Hasan, Martin Davies, Sven Van Haelst, Rob
Konings, Adam Malkowski, Mark Hobbs. Front row left to right: Mark Beattie‐Edwards, Peta Knott.
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